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As a design school that is part of a large university, it is our responsibility to provide students 
in our industrial design program with a general education that includes the main goals of the 
institution. The University requires us to promote mastery of the following Baccalaureate 
Competencies: Critical Thinking, Effective Communication, Knowledge Integration and 
Social Responsibility. All of these qualities are promoted and fostered in any good industrial 
design education. The studio model of teaching, common to most design schools, immerses 
the student in creative problem solving and presentation activities that require the first three 
of these skills, but is not always focused on social responsibility. Incorporating the basic 
pillars of Sustainable Design, environmental stewardship, economic viability and social 
responsibility into a design curriculum helps to promote the university goals in a broader and 
more balanced way.   
 
The goal of producing designers who are well-rounded citizens, are politically active and 
socially responsible is not new in design education. Moholy-Nagy, as the director of the New 
Bauhaus in Chicago in 1937, worked to develop the curricula to support a pedagogy that 
would encourage a sense of social responsibility in the student. He wrote: 
 

To be a designer means not only to sensibly manipulate techniques and analyze production processes, 
but also to accept the concomitant social obligations...Thus quality of design is dependent not alone 
on function, science and technological processes, but also upon social consciousness.1 

 
In the first quarter of the senior year, just prior to their capstone project, we strive to offer 
our students a studio experience that is particularly focused on social responsibility. At this 
point in their education, basic design skills are mastered, and our students, through 
participation in the Co-operative work program, have had significant on the job experience. 
 
Through some fortuitous circumstances, I was presented with an opportunity to create a 
learning experience for my senior students that provided an ideal situation to foster a sense 
of social responsibility. The Cincinnati Public Schools (CPS) had announced plans to build a 
new school in the inner-city neighborhood known as the west end. The school was to be the 
home of CAMAS, the Cincinnati Academy of Math and Science, a special magnet school 
that was then being housed in a temporary and over-crowded facility.  It was also going to be 
built a block from my home. The Dean of the CAMAS program, Paula Hanley, made a 
presentation to our Homeowners association to inform us of the plans and to solicit 
community support. When the discussion turned to the fact that one of the visions for the 
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building was to have it be a green building, an ecologically responsible structure that also 
served as a living laboratory to teach the students about natural and building systems, my 
interest was piqued. I explained to Dean Hanley that I teach sustainable design at UC and I 
am interested in green building, and I soon found myself serving on the Architectural 
Advisory Committee for the new school. That committee consisted of the Dean, five 
teachers who taught various subjects at the school, the assistant principle of CAMAS. I 
arranged a trip for committee members to visit the Adam Joseph Lewis Center for 
Environmental Studies at Oberlin College, which further enhanced our desire to create an 
architecturally significant and environmentally responsible building for CAMAS.   
 
As I learned more about the CAMAS Program and the teachers’ vision for the school, I 
realized that my senior industrial design students could gain much from participating in the 
design of this project, and CAMAS could gain much from the creative vision of enthusiastic 
young designer minds. With the support of Paula and her team, I developed a syllabus and 
problem statement that presented the senior ID students with an opportunity to design and 
develop learning tools and environments for the new school. They were to design indoor 
and outdoor learning environments and objects that the faculty could use to accentuate 
learning in a variety of different subjects. These were to be scaled to the body sizes of the 
school children to allow for full emersion and educational play.   
 
The teachers agreed to act as mentors, educators, critics and clients and helped develop the 
substance of a design brief. Paula and her team hosted us at the current location for 
CAMAS, and my students got to see the teachers and students in their daily teaching and 
learning activities. Paula and her team explained their vision for the new school, and 
answered questions about some of the challenges of inner city teaching that the design 
students were witnessing first hand. 
 
The concept for the new building was to support a new curriculum for the CAMAS school, 
which was based on scientific method and real world problem solving. The CAMAS 
students, grades four through eight, were required to identify problems in their own lives, 
families, school and community, and apply science to propose solutions to those problems.  
The teachers also stressed the value of kinesthetic learning; i.e., learning which involves 
physical activity and immerses the whole body in the act of learning. Children learn through 
guided play-like activities in which they move through unique and stimulating learning spaces 
or engage with special artifacts. 
 
The school is also based on the pedagogical model of engaging multiple intelligences to 
teach, instead of relying only on verbal and written communications skills. A former 
CAMAS teacher, Christopher Proffitt, lectured us on the concept of “Multiple 
Intelligences,” developed by Howard Gardner in his several books. All of these intelligences 
were to be engaged, stimulated and fostered in this new learning environment.  
 
At first the class was incredibly enthusiastic and excited about participating in this project.  
They were truly inspired by the possibility of making a real difference in the lives of these 
young children by providing a new kind of learning experience. The enormity of the 



problems we were tackling, was not fully grasped by any of us at first. Our naiveté allowed 
our initial enthusiasm to carry us forward for a while. Brainstorming sessions and consults 
with Paula and her group were very lively and positive.   
 
As we began to deconstruct the problem, compile a list of design goals and objectives, and 
design a methodology for managing the design process, the scope and complexity of the 
problem began to overwhelm the students. Enthusiasm waned and can-do attitudes faltered.  
This was the first psychological challenge of the project for the young designers. We began 
to recognize that the success of our project would depend on how they managed their own 
fears and insecurities. At this point, I explained to the students that many design groups are 
faced with similar challenges when confronting a large complex project. I also let them know 
that I did not intend to step in and try to dictate a structure for this project, to fix the 
problems we faced or manage the process; because I felt that it was important that they 
solve these problems themselves. Designing the process for arriving at a viable solution is 
after all, the first design problem in any design project.   
 
It was a bumpy ride for a while, but when the students decided to break into creative teams 
that corresponded to the problem breakdown, and to establish specific deliverables with the 
client, attitudes began to improve. The smaller teams were able to more effectively immerse 
themselves in specific areas that were more manageable. One team chose to work on the 
science and math playground, where traditional playground equipment was to be 
reinterpreted and redesigned to become learning tools. A teeter-totter became a fulcrum and 
lever, a slide an incline plane, and so forth. Another team tackled the proposed greenhouse, 
where students could interact directly with growing plants and living systems. Another 
focused on an auditorium/theater space to house community events and the student 
problem solving presentations. Another team focused on a water lab that housed 
experiments and demonstrations about water flow, erosion, and the water cycle. One team 
took on an archeological dig and cave simulation, where teachers could create sessions for 
students in digging up or discovering artifacts, fossils, minerals and other objects as a basis 
for important lessons in History, Social Studies and Earth Science. Some students chose to 
work alone on such projects as a special backpack/lab kit for scientific field trips, a high tech 
portable computer and audio-visual cart for classroom use, a dedicated laboratory for 
experiments with light, learning games and classroom furniture. 
 
Because the school construction budget did not allow for the design, manufacture or 
maintenance of these special learning environments, the teachers on the architectural 
advising committee came up with a brilliant idea for funding. Each specific environment was 
to be designed as a potential branding and publicity opportunity for a local company who 
would provide ongoing funding. Our design models were to be utilized as marketing tools 
that included corporate identity and naming proposals to help solicit corporate sponsorship.  
This was a plan that required a new approach to the design goals of project, but offered the 
designers a great opportunity to practice designing to branding goals as well as basic function 
and appearance issues. This approach expanded the relevance of this project to our industrial 
design curriculum for senior students. 
 



In the beginning of November, just as things were going well and we were preparing for a 
major milestone critique, the school bond levy, which was needed to insure the funding for 
the new school, failed to pass. Suddenly our project was in great jeopardy. When the teachers 
who had been serving as our advisors were not allowed to attend our critique, we realized 
that something politically significant was happening. We slowly began to understand that the 
advisory committee had been dissolved in some sort of mysterious political power play at 
CPS. The people in the previous administration who had supported our design efforts had 
been replaced. Class morale plummeted. 
 
Our distress was enhanced when I announced to the class that the levy failed by only six 
hundred votes. I quickly surveyed the class and asked how many were qualified voters.  
Eighteen of the students were registered. I then asked how many had in fact voted. When 
only two students raised their hands, it served as a dramatic example to the students how 
political apathy has real world implications. Eighteen out of six hundred is a significant 
percentage. I could not have orchestrated a more dramatic lesson in social responsibility. 
 
Students were faced with the dilemma many designers face when big changes happen at the 
client level. We began to take on the salvation of our project as a new design challenge. We 
worked hard to dispel our disappointment by exploring new strategies. Can we reposition 
ourselves to be of value to a different group? Is there another place where our ideas might 
be implemented? Paula Hanley, who was equally devastated by this turn of events, provided 
us with names of all of the administrators at CPS and the leaders of many powerful local 
parent groups dedicated to improving public education. As a class, we carefully composed a 
letter, explaining the exciting design work we had been doing, sent it out to over sixty people 
and invited all of them to attend our final presentations. 
 
In the end, all was saved. The students presented some exceptional work to a much broader 
group than our original clients. There were several parent group leaders in attendance who 
were very inspired by the student’s ideas. The chairman of the committee for the passage of 
the upcoming school bond levy was there, and was so impressed that he expressed the desire 
to use some of our work to help get voters excited about our schools to promote the passage 
of the next levy. Our efforts were reported in the Cincinnati Enquirer, so we got some good 
publicity for our college.  
 
Learning has more impact for students when they have to pull together and work as a team 
to develop project strategies, rather than dictating a structure for them to follow. This has 
some risk involved, and obviously works better for upperclassmen than at levels without the 
maturity and experience to pull it off. Sometimes the dynamics of a class are such that the 
instructor must step in and offer a path out of the woods, but when the students find their 
own way to success, I believe that confidence is built, morale is lifted and learning is 
enhanced. 
 



   
(Left) Model of greenhouse showing upper level growing space, planting labs, terrariums, living 
machine and observation tower, designed by Daniel Armstrong, Kevin Dohn and Nick Vitucci; and 
lower level with watercourse lab area, archeological dig and exploring cave, designed by Adam Erwin, 
Kyle Robinson, Aaron Stigger and Paul Grote. (Right) Daniel Armstrong presenting the special 
features of the greenhouse 
 
Epilogue 
Now, a nearly a year later, a new bond levy has passed. Unfortunately, due to state funding 
restrictions and other political pressures, the CAMAS school is going to be built as a very 
conventional and typical school. The head of facilities planning explained that there is no 
room in the budget for any consideration of green building techniques or architectural 
significance. In a city once known for building beautiful “Cathedrals of Learning,” this is a 
sad reality. 
 
Even though our design efforts will not be realized in the new school, the design students 
came away with some excellent work for their portfolios. Perhaps most important to them, 
this experience provided some real life lessons in client/ designer dynamics, navigating 
troubled political waters and developing strategies for reorienting project goals on the fly.  
They learned valuable lessons in how to rebuild morale, regroup and save a project.  
Working with disadvantaged inner-city school children as clients, the students were deeply 
affected in personal and significant ways. As an educator, I could not have hoped for a more 
poignant lesson in social responsibility. 
 



   
(Left)Paul Grote presenting the exploration cave. (Right) Kevin Witter explaining his flexible 
classroom furniture system 
 

   
(Left) Jeff Cappel presenting his portable computer and AV cart for the classroom. Below are images 
of the field trip backpack by Jason Rowe, and behind him are images of the lighting lab by Julia 
Stroup.  
(Right) Ben Ickes presenting special play equipment for the math playground.  His team included 
Beth Stevie, Matt Miller, Joe Berlepsch, and Nate Herman. 
 


